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OF WATER EARLY TODAY

DisBody, Discovered By Ranchmen, So
figured as to Be Almost Unrecognizable
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AND SIX CHILDREN PERISH IN BLAZING HOME IN
RUTHERFORD, N. J
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THEY

WILL BE USED IN NICAR
AGUA SHOULD MARINES BE

CANDIDATE FOR VICE PRESIDENT
EXPLAINS PROGRESSIVE
MOVEMENT.

ESCAPE SAYS IT IS

OM

INADEQUATE

SALVATION TEEY.GO

FEPPANA'iA ZO

BY VOTING FOR ROOSEVELT, HE THE JOURNEY TO THE TROUBLED"
FORMER GOVERNOR OF IDAHO THEY MAKE DESPERATE EFFORT
REPUBLIC IS OF A SHORT
DECLARES, PEOPLE WILL
TO RESCUE THE VICTIMS
RECEIVES THE HIGHEST
DURATION
RULERS.
BE
BUT FAIL
'
,,
HONOR

'

v:raum

resolution

RECOMMENDS RIGHT OF APPEAL
FROM SECRETARY OF THE

IT IS THOUGHT

PASSING TRAIN

STARTED THE CONFLAGRA-
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THINKS

CNTEE SCENE

UNITED STATES EXPECTS LITTLE
TROUBLE IN PROTECTING

ACTIVIT-

IES WILL CONSIST OF

CITIZENS
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..
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3,OCTAI

EXPECTS EIUCIIVILLIFICATISN

SPAFJ

WINDOW LEDGE

When Walter
Richter, 35 years, awoke this morning
he found himself clinging with both
hands on the outef ledge of a third
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEHAN story window of a small hotel here.
Richter shouted for aid, but before
passersby could enter the hotel and
seize him he became exhausted and
New
in
the
of
Party
Leaders
Republican
the
One
Was
fell,
receiving injuries said to be faal.
Man
Dead
was the explanation
Somnambulism
States
United
to
the
Elected
Been
Have
He Could
Chicago,

Aug.

30.

'AS

Mexico
Honor-Occu- pied
Senate Had He Been Willing to Accept the
a Prominent Place in Business World of
New State Member of Honored Native Family

EMBY

GETS BAD FALL pass
MAN AWAKENS TO FIND HIMSELF
.
HANGING FROM PERCH IN

CONSDUESSEVEN

REGULARS READY

JOHNSON-MI-

PEK1S

CONGRESS

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

had replied that he feared no man. It
is likely the state mounted police will
be called upon to investigate.
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Few are as Important as J
They Think They

mJ

given.

Rutherford, N. J., Aug. 30. Mrs.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 30. The
Kansas delegation, which came to Salt F.millo De Baro and six of her seven
Lake to get the presidency of the children, ranging from 5 months to 12
con years of age, met death early today
Commercial
gress for John L. Powell, received fa in a fire .which destroyed their home.
Wichjta the next meeting of the col De Baro, the husband and father, and
gress,' while the Idaho delegation, look the seventh child, a boy of 13, escaped
ing for the meeting of the congress by jumping from a second story winat Boise, got, instead, the presidency. dow.
James H. Brady, who
De Baro and his family made their
was agreed upon yesterday by the di- home on the second floor of a frame
rectors to be the new president, and house. Mrs. De Baro and the six
the other officers nominated by the younger children slept In a rear room
directorate, were elected by the con- and the. father" and the oldest boy in
the front. De Baro and the boy tried
gress unanimously.
A fight was made on the resolution to rescue the woman and children, hut
in favor of granting the right of ap a wall of flames checked them. With
peal from final decisions of the secre their night clothes blazing they jump
tary of the interior in land matters ed from the wirAftw.
to the United States district courts.
Five bodies oSy"md In a heap
xSuilding. The
The vote was close, but the resolution near the center of
carried.
woman, with the bai,, ,in her arms.
lay near the window. Firemen believe
a svark from a passing locomotive
Los Angeles Aug. , 30. Within 500 niay have started the fire.
years there VET ue st,arcely a hair on
any woman's head and men will lose
their hair 200 years before thst. STAKOARO WILL GET
time," declared Professor C Hon B.
Wells, an eminent brain specialist of
WHAT'S COMING TO IT
Paris, who is here on his first visit to
the United States in twenty years.
"Baldness will be the fashion for THUS DECLARES ROOSEVELT IN
both men and women," he continued.
A SPEECH IN SAINT AL"The development of brain power of
BANS TODAY,
loss
the human race will precede the
of its hair and to have curly locks
St, Albans, Vt, Aug. 30. Colonel
will be a reflection on the intellect of
made his first speech today
Roosevelt
the wearer some hundred years to a crowd in the
public square here.
,
hence."
Colonel Roosevelt continued his atTrans-MisslsslD-

Laramie, Wyo., Aug; 30. Governor
Hiram Johnson of California, progressive candidate for vice president,
spoke here to a large crowd at the
Princess theater this morning, leaving
shortly after for Cheyenne, where he
is to speak later In the day. He ar
rived from the west this morning, ac
companied by Governor J. M. Carey
of Wyoming, who met him at Rock
Springs, and, after a. ride about the
city, In which he madei a brief address to the Albany county teachers
institute in session, was taken to the

Washington, Aug. 30. The 750 m
rlnes who sailed from the Philadelphia navy yard last week for Nicaragua are due at Colon tomorrow. They
will he transported across the isthmus
of Panama on a special train and embarked from the big armored cruiser
California, due atPanama tonight or
tomorrow morning. The California is
to leave Panama Immediately, pep- haps touching at San Juan del SB
to reinforce the small marine contingent left at that place hy the cruiser
Denver, to make sure that the important cable station is not closed by taa
rebels. All messages from the Ameri
can lagauou at mauagua auu vuw
American naval commanders at Co,
rfnto must come to San Juan del Sor
in order to reach the cable,
The California should reach Corin-t- o
Monday night, if sne covers the 50
miles at top speed. Rear Admiral
Southerland has already
iat
his purpose of sending to JJeast, 500 of the marines, tua cuileR-- "
and the remainder probably 'Will be
used to patrol the 72 mllta of railroad:
connecting the capital with, tha Bea- These reinforcementa will bring the
total American strength in KIcara-gu- a
up to more than 2,000 men ashore
and about 1,000 blue Jackets on ships
in the coastal waters on both sides c
the country. The naval commanders
are satisfied that (his force will meet
present needs but should the rebels
offer more formidable resistance than
is expected to the execution of the
policy of protection to American lives
and property, then the Tenth infantry, held In light marching order om. .
the Isthmus since President Taft revoked the order sending It into Nicaragua, iprobably will he moved after

Richter, the hotel proprblcr said,
was a sculptor and a younger son of
theater.
wealthy Berlin parents. He cam's to
Burlins-tonGovernor Johnson devoted the first
from
few
a
ago
days
Chicago
part of his address to an explanation
Iowa. The police found stretched
California case in the
of the
out on the window ledge from which
30. Soio-nio- his influence was felt In the result,
election of delegates to the republican
a
dachshund, which was
fell
Richter
Albuquerque, N. M-- Aug.
refused' the
Mr. Luna steadfastly
national convention at Chicago, and
Luna, millionaire banker and
Ritehter's sole companion.
At one time in tne
honor.
proferred
16
republican
of the unseating of two ot the delefor
years
sheep grower,
when it looked as though
gates for the Taft men, whom he said,
national committeeman for New Mex- proceedings
was hopelessly deadhad received more votes In the disico and who refused to accept eloc- the legislature
at locked Mr. Luna was begged by both AMERICANS IN BANGE
trict for which they were chosen than
ution to the United States senate
factions to accept the toga. He still
state
legislaoffirst
had the Rooswcelt delegates, He re
the
the hands
refused.
ferred to the recent address of Con
ture, met a tragic death at Horse
AT EL
75 miles L Mr. Luna served also as treasurer
eounty,
gressman Mondell of Wyoming conSocorro
Springs,
territorial central
to- of the republican
cerning the contests of the conven
from Magdalena, at an arly hour
vat contain- committee. For many years he was
tion and made only indirect allusion
IN M
day, when he fell into a
and collector of Valencia TROUBLE IS EXPECTED
of sheep dip treasurer
to President Taft.
of
thousands
gallons
DISICAN
ing
iau-urcounty, where he resided in the town
He said his would be a campaign of
after being attacked with mean
TRICT
to
of Los Lunas.. He was
vlllification, as no great movement
It Is that office in the iirst state election
had begun without It and paid a trib30. Forty
Becoming 111 during the night,
Douglas, Ariz., Aug.
last November,
wen
and
ute, to Jane Addams and her connec-Lowosupposed, Mr. Luna arose
American
In addition to large sheep ranches American men and nine
a
vat,
with the progressive convention
to
the
dipping
room
danfrom his
Mr. Luna was interested for many men are believed to be in grave
at
three weeks ago. He ap
Chicago
60
few yards away from the ranch house.
in the Bank of Commerce of ger at the El Tiere mining camp.
pealed to the people to support the
It Is presumed he attempted to g3t years
border
this
of
southeast
miles
point
of which he was presi-- i
cause presented by Roosevelt and ex
a drink of water from a faucet near Albuquerque
that office until the Wires running to the mine have been
holding
dent,
heart
with
stricken
pressed gratification as to the outthe vat and being
to
attack
threaten
who
merger of the institution with the cut by rebels,
come of the convention at Chicago in
the
poisonous
mio
'
tumbled,
failure,
First National bank If Albuquerque the camp today if the 70 volunteer
June, as it would permit the people
mixture of lime, sulphur, tobacco and several months
not
surrender.
do
it
emago. He was. interest- soldiers defending
to align themselves for the fight for
water. At 4 o'clock this morning
Archbold
D.
of
on
the
John
tack
have de
in the vat. ed also In the Occidental Ufe Insur- The Americans, also armed,
government by the people.
Oil
Senator
and
Standard
company
a
ofployes saw a body floating
to
prevent fight
cided, it is reported,
ance company of which he was an
The speaker was frequently Inter
TO
The skin was peeled from the face
man
was
a
Penrose. As he
bpeaklkng
if possible, but are intent On protect
wat- ficer.
rupted by applause, the audience beout:
and hands because of the boiling
"
"Is
the
crowd
called
this
Mexii'ng the women.
Mr. Luna came of an old New
ing made up of republicans, demo- all.
er which had been turned into the vat co
'(.fogresslve republican party?" ColoThe El Tigre mine Is an American
He took great pride In his
family.
The
body
It is believed the rebels will atcrats, socialists and progressives. He
RACE
this
morning.
at 1 o'clock
a
sir.
Roosevelt
It's
nel
shouted:
"No,
In
to
property and the richest gold mine
native state and was always glad
had
set
stated
he
that
his
to stop the movement of Amer-icaho
speech,
tempt
was not recognized until one of the
brand new party. When Lincoln left
He was born northern Mexico. It is located in a
advance its interests.
was
it
havthat
from
address
the
declared
forces
(heart,'
coming
along the wrecked rail- Mexican herders
the whigs there were some bigots who
in Los Lunas October 18, 1858, and section recently invested by rebels
in- road.
said
felt
what
in
he
the
obstruction is exThe
,
ing
only
greatest
that of Mr. Ulna.
had called that place his home all of and near the Transvaal property, which MILWAUKEE MAN' ACCEPTS THE would not vote for him, Just as there terest of the movement that ultimate
the
to
Hastened
seems to ber
which
once
at
at
Leon,
pected
The men
are some bigots now who will not
Mr. Luna was tWson ,c was looted by rebels and the Ameridie- - his life.
rebelx operations. Ona
would be successful.
The
seat
of
the
the
ly
speaker
room where Mr. Luna slept and
NOMINATION
staniwith us."
Antonio Jose Luna, a prominent New can storekeeper held.. for a ransom,
made no refernc to the democratic cause of great concern to the state?
covered that his bed, which had been
Colonel Roosevelt was within a few
was
Luna.
Baca
American
Isabella
company
and
which
the
was!
Mexican,
The
body
was
party except to say that salvation lay department is the condition of about:
empty.
occupied,
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 30. Emil miles of the Canadian border when ne
In 1881 Mr. Luna was united In mar- forced to pay, according to H. C. Beau- only through the Roosevelt move 125 Americans at Matanlia. 'n tha
clad in a union suit of. underclothing
on
his
nominee
second
for
started
the
Seidel of Milwaukee,
day's stumping ment.
riage to Miss Adelada Otero, daugh- camp, the general manager.
interior of the republic.
when found.
ter of Manuel Otero, a representative
Frank Curtis and Arthur Cunning vice president on the national ticket tour of Vermont today. He turned
Communication with that section isf
Solomon Luna, banker and sheep
c
from
the
to
meeting
south, however,
party,
an old and distinguished family ham, officials of tfte El Oro mine, of the
16 'years republi- of
The last heard from them
difficult.
for
and
grower
his formal letter ot here.
r
New of that name in. New Mexico. Her have arrived here in safety, after a day made public
COMMISSIONER
The only
told of critical conditions.
QL1GE
can national committeeman-foand
Senator
of
Penrose
Statements
There
grandfather, Antonio Otero, served as hard and dangerous ride through the acceptance of the nomination.
with
Amer
communication
the
this
morning
dead
of
found
way
was
Mexico,
first district judge of the Second ju- troubled territory. On the way In the was no ceremony in connection with John D. Archbold regarding Standard
Is by courier.
It problean
planters
Colonel
at 6 o'clock in a dipping vat at his dicial district. Mr. Luna was the for- two Americans
Oil
had
A
supplied
contributions
WITNESS
IS TO BE
killed two rebels and Mr. Seldel's acceptance of the honor,
. ranch 70 miles from Magdalena, N. M.
ably will be necessary for Admiral
candidate was said to he some- Roosevelt, he said, with campaign
of a valuable patri- wounded a third, they report.
as
the
tunate
Inheritor
Southerland to dlspatcn a renei expeWord of the accident was brought
to
Mr.
Archbold's
esmaterial.
Referring
The rebels who yesterday demand-- ! where in one of the New England
mony coming from the extensive
railroad
The town Is
dition to Matagalpa.
OF
nearest
REASON
TRIM.
FOR
THIS
the
to Magdalena,
for remark that there was nothing "In
are tate granted to nis ancestors many ed the surrender of El Tigre, the states making campaign speeches
of access. The marines
INSPECTOR IS
Particulars
FORMER
difficult
very
noon
today.
at
was
worse
which
darkest
a large circle of American mining camp in Sonora, his party.
point,
Abyssinia"
indi- years ago. He had
or bluejackets selected for the rellel
POSTPONED.
than the treatment of Standard Oil
meager but it Is eaid there Is no
Mexico and have left, deslaring, however, that
throughout-Nefriends
expedition would embark on lake
Roosevelt
admin
cation of foul play. Dr. E. E. Spindler in Washington where he visited often.
the
at the hands of
would attack from, another direc
they
boats
animal
at Managua, travel 25 miles by
po30.
of
the
When
bureau
New
York, Aug.
of the United St?t
istration, Colonel Roosevelt said: "i
Mr., Luna was a native son of nhich tion. They left in th direction of
KILLED
to Momotombo, follow a trail
water
of
former
the
trial
lice
Inspector
discovered
tody.
graft
industry,
"He doesn't think of darkest Abys
settleNew Mexico could well be proud. H Colonia Morelos, a Mormon
of54
was
the
counsel
years
who
for
was
up the river to Chocoyos and
called,
Rolnmon Luna,
sinia when he thinks of the dissolu Hayes
is survived by his wife and several ment, where the Mormons are heavheard
By thence go to Matalgalpa.
he
trial
the
moved
that
ficer
ador
of age, represented New Mexico in other relatives.
IN A WRECK tion suit but when he thinks my
ily armed and declare they will not
British Interests are centered largethe republican national 'committee
ministration and that I may have an some other deputy commissioner than
as
word
such
to
submit
outrages
any
In mines, one large mine property
Commissioner
McKay,
ly
First
Deputy
eixteen years, being one of the oldest
more
other. If 1 have there will be
rebels on the colothe
by
perpetrated
Is
on
the
Foul
Suspected.
service
of
near
said
that
Play
Matagalpa having recently been
who was presiding. CdtllSel
members in point
The Africans EXPRESS RUNS INTO A FREIGHT of the Abyssinia treatment and he
M-Aug. 30 Close nists in Chihuahua.
Mc- acquired by a West Autsralian
Mr.
to
was
It
committee. He was prominent in - Santa Fe, N.
we
'
subpoena
proposed
knows it. He knows that
put the
TRAIN NEAR
In this In El Tigre, who had armed them
About 125 Americans ai'9business and politics and was proD-abl- friends of Uon Solomon Luna
Kay as a witness In the case. Com
of the Lord into his heart."
fear
PA.
to
the
resist
determined
were
selves,
peoto
reside on coffee plantabelieved
and
rule
declined
to
the best known man, as well as citv amone the
missioner
McKay
to Mr, Luna's rebels if they aUaclted the camp and
case over until next tions and work in mines in that nelgh--j
the
the wealthiest, in New Mexico. He pie express doubt as
adojurned
men
THE
DUKE.
Four
30.
FOR
sev
SOFT
the tension has been strained for
Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug.
will he made borhood.
leaves a wife but no children. The death being accidental, xney assert,
Portland, Ore., Aug. 30. That Cana Friday, when a decision
the wire down until were killed, one fatally injured and a
with
eral
will
hours,
a
investigation
that
to
thorough
iej
Albuquerque
motion.
on
the
ltody. will be brought
conserv
;
Penn
are
trout
streams
bethe
dian
being
number slightly hurt when
this afternoon, and friends of the
(Deon a special train tomorrow morning. demanded and express fear that he
Managua, Nicaragua, Aug.
With the calling of "the trial today
of
Duke
the
left
which
that
ed
train
to
railroad
any
unable
by
policemen
get
sylvania
Americans
with
sieged
been
by
is
away
be
Food
done;
have
been
in
a
on
may
republitransmission.)
layed
In addition to having
of Inspector Cornelius Hayes,
news from them.
Pittsburgh this morning for Cleve Connaught may be Insured good sport,
In.
also
and
to
here
scarcer
statement
daily
a
can national committeeman from New enemies.
false
coming
of
a
making
charge
land over the Cleveland & Pittsburg is the statement of Claude Hicks,
of
Francisco
br.
rethe
In
recall
Luna
hands
killing
Mr.
the
of
the
pities
DIstrfct
They
several
Mexico for many years
who Police Commissioner Waldo,
division, ran into a work train en Portland lawyer and fisherman
Rebels Terrorize Country
Granrta
At
aad
in
revolutionaries.
the
that
ceived many honors from his party Chaves, who occupied a like position
Whitman
Rockexpected
Attorney
a freight wreck has returned from the Canadian
Campas, Son., Mex., Aug. 30. Reb- gaged in clearing up
r.mi did for it much valiant Bervice. in New Mexico affairs and who was
would he unearthed to Masaya, which ar.j held by the rebels,
be ies. Hicks says he made a two days; formation
a
time
short
Escobo-pa- , that had occurred
Fernandez
General
counels
in
under
Torrance
side lights on police the populations itie almost deprive!
lie vas a member of the convention shot from ambush
trip from Calgry to a famous trout throw important
after their fight at Montezuma, fore near Conway, west of this city.
.. jcli framed the constitution for th
ty about eight years ago. His slayers
-out of the Rosen- of provisions.
blackmail
arising
mounted
o:
A.
stream.
Northwest
police
L, Coughenour
The dead:
territorial never were found. Jose D. Sena and haveheen terrorizing the1 country near
case
Reports have come in of engagep ;w state, served in the
murder
thal
engineer of passenger ordered him to leave the streum, and
immature and could have received other friends of Mr. Luna assert that Central Sonora. The Archine'.asso Cop Cleveland,
of ments in the vicinity of Granadi bestatement
false
The
alleged
had
licenses
.
carried
that
he
the
fact
anonymous per mine of the Minneapolis Copper train, and three laborers.
received orders tween the government troops and the
lection to JHe United States senate he frequently received
Railroad officials gay a flagman ha,! no effect, Hicks declared.- The Duke Hayes was that he
The pumps
his
down.
closed
entreated
been
ha.s
had
and
state
by
the
company
letters
of.
session
first
to
interfere with insurgents but ny details ot the fightl iring the
Waldo not
warned the passenger, but for some of Connaught is expectea to visit that from Mr.
district.
ing have been obtained.
in
his
tnslatnre. Though he took an active close friends not to visit his camps haveheen stopped and the erUraiiees
houses
lisorderly
district in September.
unknown reason was disregarded.
ntexent in the senatorial contest and without a proper guard but that he to the mines Bealed.
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Regularity of Bowtels Very
portant to Health at This
Time.
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CONSTIPATION IS A
MENACE IN SUMMER
Im- -

BELEN WISHES TO

$
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ACANT LOTS

TO

BE SOURCE OF

COUNTY

gj

ft

PROFIT

SEAT

At no time should people more
closely watch the condition of their
bowels than during hat weather. SumCURRY WOULD ALLOW SETTLERS mer conditions contribute in various WILL TRY TO HAVE NEW COURT ROSWELL HAS PLAW FOR CONHOUSE ERECTED THERE INVERTING THEM INTO
ways to cause constipation, but whatTO TAKE UP J640
ever the cause the trouble should be
GARDENS.
STEAD OF LOS LUNA3
ACRES.
r
quickly corrected ; constipation, if
New Mexico homsteaders will be neglected, leads directly to serious,
Roswell, N, M., Aug. 30. Charles
Helen, N. M., Aug. 30. Residents of
Belen have determined to make an at- Tanehill, president of the Roswell
interested ia the following resolution and often fatal disease.
Some people find that certain fruits tempt to secure the court house of Va- Commercial club, has a plan for conIntroduced la the bouse of representa
tives by Congressman Curry of New have laxative effect, hut this cannot lencia county for that city, If his can verting the vacant lots of the city
Mexico, and referred to the committee be depended npon; a mild laxative be brought about by any meane. and Into places of beauty and producers
on public lands:
tonic that will act gently and positive- steps are now being taken to accom of profits. He has Issued the followvV'
Be It enacted by the senate and ly, without griping or shoCit to the plish their purpose.
,
ing statement:
It has been brought to my attention
house of representatives of the United system, is far preferable. The comSeveral years ago a movement was
States of America in congress .as- pound of simple laxative herbs' with started by the Belen people in anti by a local newspaper correspondent
sembled, That from and after sixty pepsin, known as Dr. Caldwell's Sy- cipation of ultimate success in mak the means that Chicago has been endays after the approval of this act, rup Pepsin, is highly recommended as ing their . city the county seat. At couraging with a rational well
for the city's
entries made under the homestead being easy and natural in action, that time the county commissioners grounded movement
laws in the state 6f New Mexico em pleasant to the taste, and certain in attempted to apply a sum of money poor in utilizing the vacant lots and
braced, lying, and being within the its effect. A dose of Syrup Pepsin which' had been secured at the time tracts of land in the city limits for
Beeinnine at a at night will restore I normal action that Torrance county was separated small, intensive "farms," and I befnllnwltlir linn
noint south of the 'boundary line of in the morning, carrying off the heav- from Valencia, for the erection of lieve that the movement, as brought
the states; of Colorado and New Mexi iness and bloat. Salts, purgative wat- a court house and county Jail. Belen to my attention is a step forward In
co, where the Cimarron meridian in ers and cathartics should be avoided, people secured an injunction against municipal upbuilding and may well
tersects the seventh standard parallel as they upset the entire system and the commissioners, as a result of rank among the Important undertaK-ings- i
of the time In helping deservnorth;, thence running outh along afford at best but temporary relief. which, the matter was dropped and
said Cimarron meridian to its inter By cleansing the bowela and remov nothing has been done since.
ing people to help themselves.
True, the plan in Chicago has been
section with the fifth standard par ing the foreign matter, that irritates
Immediately after the court house
allel south, north of the base line be and inflames the tissues, a spoonful at Las Lunas) was destroyed by fire worked on a big scale, but I believe
tween the state of Texas and tHe re- of Syrup pepsin will quickly check the a short time ago plans were laid for that it would work well in Roswell if
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well-kep-

for an appreciable cash income, and
besides furnish a healthful supplement ta the family table. The returns
in health and inspiration and renewed
vitality and wholesome enjoyment are
not easily measured bu doubtless
constitute the most valuable dividend,
intangible though It Is, of the city, gar-

'

ATTRACTIVE
ADVANCE SHOWING

'

i

den.

The project Is purely a labor of
love on the part of the promoters and
the officers upon whom the burden
of the management falls. The money
needed Is secured by donations and
the tracts are rented for the nominal
sum of $1.50 per year.

of the aewest style novelties in Women's
'

and DRESSES

- SUITS

PETTICOATS, SILKS and

The cost to the association for tne
plowing and preparation of the small
tracts amounts to about $7.50 for each

niLLINERV

garden, which Js about 50x100 feet.
There are hundreds of acres of va
cant land in and around every large
city and smaller towns that could well
be utilized in this manner both to the
people who till the land and to the
public In general.
I believe the proposition cquld be
worked on a small scale in Roswell
and thereby turn to pleasure, profit
and beauty spots many of the unsightly vacant lots of Roswell.

New goods ars arriving daily and our stocks will soon be
replete with a large and well selected variety of the best and
most desirable merchandise. Each day adds something new and
attractive to the line.

.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
to visit our store and see the many new and elegant styles now
on display. It will be our pleasure to 6how them and yours to
"
see them.
,
'

CHARLES TANNEHILL,
(Signed)
President Roswell Commercial Club.

Laa VeoyiaLoadinStoro

Data for the above is due the Grange Judd Farmer, tne farm publication that believes ana agrees with
George Washington, that "agriculture is the most healthful, most useful and most noble employment of
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ADVERTISED SWBD

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, buty has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

'

j

IT PAYS

V7MY

,

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently, profitable if he fails to make

n

'

good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

'
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to Buy
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band frantically.
Finally they opuuud
their eyes. Thr)y were dazed, bewildered and terribly weak.
"What is the matter? What what
could it have been?
at the same
"All were wounded
place in the throat. The skin seemed
shaved sightly from the flesh as by a
succession of sharp scratches.
"The doctor drank some bmndy and
heRun to revive.
SOUTH
PARTIES ARE
AMERICAN
" 'Tell me what were they I ask- RIVAL POLITICAL
CREATURES
TO CARRY
GIVE WRITERS A BAD
HARb
WORKING
ed.
STATE ELECTIONS.
FRIGHT
said
he
grimly.
"Vampires,'
"Vampires! I shuddered with horror
Thrills of horror can be no more and grew .faint. I had always believMontpelier, Vt., Aug. 30. The first,
replete in'; Rider Haggard's wildest ed vampires to be mythical. I had of the state elections to be held this
flights of fiction thau in the story of never imagined that they existed 'in year comes next Tuesday, 'when Vermont will elect a governor and other
aaventum hroiis'ht- hncfc (mm th
reality.
jungles of South America by Mrs. J " 'Yes, they say they infest, whole state officers, representatives to conHarriot Chalmers Adams, a woman ex-- i stretches of this forest that there gress and members of the legislature.
been wont to regard
plorer, says the New York Herald.
are vampire belts,' the doctor said. Politicians have
in presidential
Vermont
elections
the
She tells of a siege of vampires, 'We have got among them.'
which indicates
straw
as
the
years
I
"I recalled the legends had read;
that mythical terror of womankind,
which way the political wind is blowand dispels the sometimes popular im- of the superstition of the people, of
ing. If there Is an outpouring of the
men
pression that they are mere creatures Europe; of how the souls of dead
.of the state next Tuesof the fiction writer's fancy. Housed come back in such forms and derive republicans
Taft men will rejoice. If there
day'
in a 'flimsy Jungle hut of palmetto,, a physical life by sucking the vitality
is simply a sufficient representation
the woman explorer lived through a from the living. I felt a wild horror
to
give a majority not much in excess
night of abject fear, with thousands of it all. It seemed Incredible that I, of an off year lead the, opposition natshould
woman,
American
half-birof these
creat- a modern
will find mucn encouragement.
ures whirring about In the darkness, actually have come among these urally
Realizing the fight they have ahead
attacking those of the party who were ghastly things.
of them this year, the republicans
"The doctor explained to me that the have redoubted their efforts to mainwooed to sleep.
few
"Of all the experiences In my life," creatures actually exist, though
tain the normal republican plurality.
ever come among them.
says Mrs. Adams, "none can compare people had
Because of ithe significance vhich
at
for sheer horror with that unforgetable He said they went about only
has been shown to
that
When they make their attack nave plurality
with respect to the result in
night in the jungle. It seemed as if night.
vie
over the
there must be countless thousands they descend and poise
November throughout the country, ihe
Swiftly beating their wings Vermont
of those creatures advancing againfit tlm.
republicans have received
sound resembling the
of the national organiour little hut and then suddenly re- they produce a
assistance
the
of a cat, whicli 'Seems to have
to an extent never known bezation
treating, only to renew the attack from purring
and soothes a peranother direction. Even In the twi- a hypnotic quality
fore. The same is true of the demoInto profound slumber.
son
animal
or
hovwere
crats and progressives.
light and early dawn they
the exposed
In the impenetrable Then they descend upon
JDuring the present week . Colonel
ering around.
the
shave or scratch away
Roosevelt has stumped the Green
darkness they swooped down in sud- throat and
their sharp incisive teeth Mountain state firom end to end. Nuden attack on by husband, a surgeon, skin with
I
the sound in the hu- t- merous other' effective progressive
remembered
a mining engineer, myself and our
almost
pleasant sound wbichjiad campaigners have been heard. The
native guide. One of our mules was that
I
me inti slumber
put
irresistibly,
third party leaders found much to enactually killed by these terrible creatover
veil
the
too,
drawing
'
remembered,
courage them in the results of the
ures of the forest.
my face. That had protected me.'
primaries early last summer for ttie
"We had been traveling in the junselection of delegates to the Chicago
argle all day. Toward evening we
A month before the priconvention.
ago,
rived at a place where, years
maries it appeared that Taft would
most of the trees had been felled.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
have no apposition so far as the VerHigh in the limbs of one we discovmont republicans wero concerned.
ered a palmetto hut, and hanging from
.4.
f
T
And
yet when the convention met the
it a rope ladder. It had apparently
Louise Gunning is to appear In Taft and Roosevelt forces lined up
we
and
of
savages,
home
leen the
vaudeville.
with about even strength. Ever since
surmised that they built such shelters
Stanley is in the cast of the Chicago convention the progres
Joseph
anim
from
prowling
so as to be safe
Hater's Club."
"The Woman
sives have been actively at work
"
als at night.
Charles Dillingham is to produce here. They hope to out down the re"We decided to follow the native "The Lady of the Slipper.".
plurality to a minimum
publican
tree-higexample and camp in the
Laura Hope Crews will foe seen if point, even if they do not elect their
Thomas.
shelter. The rope was worn and half a new play by A.
ticket, v
rotten, but it answered our purpose.
Edna Goodrich will begin her seaThe republican Bplit has sent the
We were all tired, traveling In that son in "The Awakening of Minerva." democratic hopes soaring
wilderness, where every step is
Hele Ware will be seen during the Thomas H. Brown of Rutland, the
is hard work.
season in "The Trial Mar- Vermont member of the democratic
coming
d
" 'GaesB we'll go to sleep,' my
national committee, has gone oh recriage."
said. We were all tired, and so
A new musical comedy called "The ord with the prediction that the demowe blew out the candle. Soon I heard Painty Quakeress," is by Matthew Ott. crats will overthrow the normal rethe others snoring, but I could not
Lisle Leigh has been engaged as publican plurality f nd ' elect their
sleep. I lay on a raisdd platform, and leading woman of Amelia Bingham's state ticket next Monday, and that
through the door could see the treer company.
they Will follow this up with a victory
on
tour
will
Marshall
go
for Wilson and Marshall in November.
tops and the sky filled with stars.
again
Tully
tried to focus my mind so as to fail this season in his wife's play, "The This prediction is not only interestinto slumber, but the sounds of the Talker."
ing coming from the national comforest disturbed me. ,
Walter Wilson has just been engag- mitteeman, who is on duty at nation"Finally I "fell asleep and I slept ed for Delia Clarke's company playing al headquarters, but it will make it
easier to tell after the Vermont elecseveral hours. Ten suddenly, as "Introduce Me."
touched me, I
had
entitled
whether the predictions of the
new
tion
something
Walter's
play
though
Eugene
awoke. I lay there quivering and felt "A Plain Woman," will begin its sea- democratic managers are based upon
e
'
accurate knowledge of actual condicold all over. I had that unexplaln-abl- son late In the fall.
for
feels
one
which
revulsion
E. H., Sothern and Julia Marlowe tions or upon the usual enthusiasm
I had not
'
will open their season in Scranton, and hopes of compaign times.
things dead or unclean.
The contest for governor is a
been dreaming that I know. I tried Pa,, on September 16.
affair. The republicans, demomind
together.
to gather my
Miss Josie Sadler, the clever
prohibitionists
conscious of a curious
.am
t
comedienne, Is to be a member crats, progressives,
was of "The Follies of 1912" company.
and socialists have each a candidate,
It
hut.
in
the
sound
disquieting
James K, Hacketf recently produc- The republican candidate for the govthe murring of many cats It wss
was ed in San Francisco a new play by ernorship is Allen M. Fletcher, proma weird, unnatural sound.' There
Was the Brandon Tynan, entitled (S?he Melo inent in the business life1 of the state,
something hypnotic in it.
and with a creditable record as a
I had every sensation dy of Youth."
place haunted?
of the state legislature; The
member
to
have
toward
will
appear
Ethel Barrymore
which people are supposed
of a the latter part of December In a new head of the democratic ticket is Harpresence
the
in
are
when they
in comedy written for her by f Haddou lan B. Howe, an able and popular
did not believe
ghost. Yet I
young attorney of St. Johnsbury. The
.
..
Chambers.
ghosts.
are following Rev. Fras-e- r
with
Richard Carle recently 'completed progressives
"I tried to pierce the darkness
Metzger, a Congregational minisThe black air about me the book of a musical play entitled
''
my eyes.
ter.
Froh-ma- n
saw
I
"The Wise Guy," which Charles
seemed to be moving, and yet
'
The
situation is complicated by the
'
the sound
has accepted.
no concrete object. I heard
of C. S. Smith, who was
candidacy
Rowena Jerome, daughter of Jerome
.of swiftly beating wings distinctly.I
named by a combination of prohibiseason
this
and
is
yet
appearing
K. Jerome,
I know I wanted to rise,
and grangers. Smith has been
the spell in her father's play. "The Passing of tionists
was powerless. I lay under
the head of the stato grange for a
at
Back."
of
wings the Third Floor
of that soothing purring
number of years and is an extremely
I lay
"Broadway Jones," the musical play
which' filled the hut. Os
popular citizen. He has been making
star
will
M.
Cohan
of
weird in which George
host
an active campaign In the hope of
there suddenly I saw a
monstrous birds this season, will open Its season some
blWk creatures,
the state back to prohibition.
turning
Conn.
the space of the time in September, at Hartford,
informed' politicians preSome
well
they seemed, crossing
Gerhardt Hauptman, the uerman dict that the prohioitionist-granger- s
watched. They appearopen door. I
first
the
I remember t dramatist, has written a play,
ed again and again,
ot are likely to poll a surprisingly heavy
fear and horror and in six years, called "The Flight
with
vote next week.
?
quivered
is
an
Gabriel Schilling." The hero
was unable.
The democrats have put forth the
tried to rise, but
who kills himself
I drew a thick veil rver artist and genius,
tariff as the vital issue in the camlove affair.
an
of
sank
unhapy
account
on
then Irresistibly
and
paign. They also claim that the demoface,
my
Eva Tanguay is to be sent out soon crats of Vermont have been the prointo unconsciousness.
a
sun- at the head of a big company with
" lawoke with a start. The
gressive iparty in the state for years
the
len special traln. de luxe. On her tour and have long ago espoused such polithrough
light was pouring
more
was .morning, and she will visit 73 cities, travel
cies as state tax reform, the reguladoor of the hut. It
was be- than 12,000 miles, get $3,500 a weeV tion of
It
red.
was
corporations, and the initiaoutside the Bky
I jump-P- d and a percentage of the reclpts, hav tive and referendum and other Innohot.
intolerably
be
ginning to
On the a company of 60 vaudeville perform- vations in government supposed to be
to my feet with a cry.
automofaces
ers, a special car for herself,
essential to any progressive creed
now the men lay, their
own and;;wlll only give
her
of
I
rushed
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little affair occured in New England
that went down In history as
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R.eason,,

his subject colonists that If they drank
an unjust tax that made revenue, not for

An English KinJ had

told

tea they must pay a tax on It

Americans but for Englishmen,
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It was a tax

of living f those days and our
ships were moored, split open the tea

that increased the high cost

forefathers went to the wharf where the tea
chests and spilled their contents into Boston Harbor, thus producing the largest
and most expensive bwl of tea the world has ever seen.
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During three past years this trust has taken HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF
'
DOLLARS from the pockets of American Citizens.
It has given Brazil 85 Millions of Dollars with which to retie her National
Bonds.

,

It has given Brazil 10 flillions of Dollars to pay interest on her bonds.
It has given Brazil a "bought and paid for" supply of coffee on hand worth

five-side- d

90 ilillions of Dollars and

'

It has paid millions upon millions of profit into the coffers of the Foreign
Honey Kings, and yet the coffee people report a falling off in sales of about 200
million pounds in the past two years.
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hap-I.,,,,-

,

by foreign '"moncjr-feb- gj
laws, have imposed a tax
working outside the control of our National Anti-truupon American Citizens which has raised the price of the cheapest grade of ccfhe
from J 5c to 25c per lb.

,

btUn,
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Is repeated practically the same thing.
" The Brazilian Coffee Trust, operated

ius-ban-
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Why this Heavy Reduction?
Until recently the ever increasing army' of Postum users, thought only of
health as a "reason" for quitting coffee. Now ECONOHY is another "reason."
A third "reason," IMPROVED FLAVOR, has come in with

'

i

A

u

1

1

tin

11

prepared INSTANTLY by placing a spoonful in a cup and pouring hot water over it.
This presents a delicious beverage much resembling high ;rade Java in color and taste, but
absolutely pure and free from the coffee drug "caffeine" or any other harmful ingredient.
Health, convenience, flavor and economy have induced people to change from coffee to Postum,
then follows better health, freedom from headache, indigestion, nervousness and other coffee ills.

n

lie' Result-r.--

y:

'Pi

'v-

In hundreds of thousands of American homes today, coffee is forgotten and Postum has become the regular table beverage. It is an American ' drink made by Americans from American

products.

;

,

:
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A
Inst&nt Postum. 50c, (equals
cup), sit Grocers. (Sm&ller tins at 30c ) Regular
Postum. large package, (must be boiled 15 minutes), pr
25c.
100-cupt- in

I-- 2c

era's a Measorif
Coffee averages about double that cost.
,

5-c- up

free sample of Instant Postum
sta.mp for postaga

POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, LTD,, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN- -

stnt for

I
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GERMAN SOCIETIES MEET.
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convention
nual
ation of German societies will meet
here tomorrow and continue in ses
atsion over Sunday and Monday. An
of one thousand or more

and elaborate
visitors la esptv-temnd-for
preparations are: being
'their reception and entertainment

REPUBLICANS AT SEI
Hartford,' Conn., Aug .30. Republi
held
cans throughout Connecticut
their local caucuses today for the se
lection ot delegates to the state convention, which is to meet In this city
week alter next to nominate a state
ticket. So far the only man mentioned prominently for the gubernatorial
nomination Is Judge Silas A. Robinson
of Middleton, who retired some time
ago,.frpm,hestate supreme bench.
NUTMEG
'

ward.
CHICAGO "U" CONVOCATION
The association owns the Ead3 and
Henry
Chicago, Aug.
Merchants
bridges across the Missis
was
Churchill King ot Oberlln College
river and the large union sta
sippi
the principal speaker today at the tion here besides
practically all the
convocation of the Unieighty-fourt- h
in the city.'
terminal
property
versity of Chicago, when 120 degrees
and titles were conferred. President
Last Link on Santa Fe Cutoff
King's subject was "The Contribution
San Bernardino, Calif., Aug. 30.
of Modern Science to Ideal Interests." The
last link in the Santa PeXTex
as cutoff to shorten the line from the
Gulf of Mexico, to the Pacific coast
Read The Optic.
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STREET WORK

PERSONALS
Mrs, Ed Ward left this afternoon on
train No. 10 for New York City.
Mrs, S. A. Clements Is expected In
this evening from a short
trip to Denver.
J. H. Toreloime or the Santa Fe
New Mexican, was in Las Vegas today.
Mrs, C. N. Bernhardt and child will
leave the early part of next week for
Louisville, Ky,
J. A. Miller, a commercial man' of
Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas to
day visiting the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vasse have re
turned from a two weeks' camping

trip on the main range.
Santa Fe Conductor A. F. Youngston has returned to work after a six
weeks trip In Colorado.
A.' McCready, Santa, Fe travelln
engineer with headquarters In Raton,
was In Las Vegas today.
Santa Fe Division Superintendent
F. I. Myers, returned last night from
a short trip to Albuquerque.
Miss Emma Rutter of Clovls was a
visitor In Las Vegas today, having
come In from her home last night.
J..E. Browne of Las Vegas is a
business visitor in Santa Fe today.
Ha is registered at the Palace hotel.
The B. Y. P, U. of the Baptist church
wild hold a home-mad- e
candy sale in
Boucher's window tomorrow after
noon.

C C. Davidson of Tucumcari was
in Las Vesas today on business. Mr.
Davidson is a member ot the law firm
of Davidson & Keator, of that city
Mrs. Edward Sporleder of Tucson,
Ariz., came in this faternoon from her
home for a visit here with friends,
Mrs. Sporleder was a resident of Las
Vegas.
Frank H. Springer, the prominent
archaeologist of Las Vegas, came over
yesterday from his' home and la staying at the Palace hotel Santa Fe

NEEDED

IS TEACHERS PRAISE CUBS

ARE PASS

Though the streets of Las Vegas are
in the main In fair condition, there
are several places which are
badly in
need of repair, and which should be
given the immediate attention of the
city. ; The worst condition exists in
Ward i, west of the Mora road and
uwm ui vjuiumoia avenue, over a
year ago the city filled up the ditch
.
uu Alme wesi siae oi. Mora avenue
wnich drained this road. Since that
time all of the water from rains has
run down into the streets west of this
highway, and, as a consequence, they
are' in bad condition.
Rosenwald
street has been badly washed out by
the, water draining from the higher
ground.
Sulsbacner street has been
washed out and also, according to the
statement bf residents, of that section,
is a full fledged frog pond in rainy
seasons. Eleventh
street between
Rosenwald and Sulsbacher streets Is
low and Water drains, Upon it from
the Mora road.
The water from Mora road, after
draining down Sulsbacher and Rosen
wald streets, turns down on Twelfth

Impassible.

There are bad washes on National
avenue where it intersects with Main
avenue, and small sized irrigation
ditches have also been washed out on
the corner of Main avenue and Seventh and EigTith streets.
In Ward 3 there is but one bad
street, this being Second street. This
runs only two blocks, but as there are
six houses in these two blocks the
street should be graded. The streets
of Ward 2 are in excellent condition.
In the First ward there are a num
ber of streets that need a fill, and
several places where the streets have
been washed out during heavy rains.
One of the worst washouts is at the
foot of Twelfth street, xnere are
other bad places at the corner of
Tenth street, Gallinas avenue east of
Tenth, street is in bad condition.
Most of the repairs on the streets
could,. he, made at. little expense,, as
the highways can be" drained by cutting down the sides and throwing this
dirt in the middle.
At the present time the city chain
gang is doing effective work grading
the north end of Sixth street, and this
road will soon be-iexcellent condi-

spending the summer at Harvey's
rannh. lfift vesterday afternoon for
Denver, where she Is employed " as a
teacher in the public schools.
Miss Marie Long of Greeley, Colo
who has been visiting in Las Vegas
several days, left yesterday afternoon
for Tier home. Miss Lonz is a teach
er in the Greeley public schools.
Mrs. William Harper and daughter,
Misa Maureen Harper, left this after
tion.
noon for Marion, Kan. Miss Harper
will eo from Marion to Lindsborg,
where" se will enter Bethany College.
COHEHCIHL SCHOOL
A. C. Barber, general manager ot
came
;
)n
the Moline Plow company,
111.,
TO BE LOCATED HERE
yesterday afternoon from Moline,
to
by
Las
Vegas
called
been
laving
the fatal illness of his father, E. Bar
;

ESTAB-

CONSIDERS
RATON
LISHMENT OF SUCH- - AN
Fell and daughter, Dor
othy, who have been in Las Vegas dur
Mrs.Fell's
ing the past week visiting
Tamme
Charles
Mrs.
Inquiries have been made of. George
Mr.
and
parents.
Vereturned to their home in Raton this A. Fleming, secretary ft the Las
Commercial club, by Frank B.
gas
afternoon,
af- Anderson of Raton, relative to the
Misa Anna George returned this
establishment of a commercial school
has
she
where
ternoon from Denver,
to a letter
been for the past several weeks. Miss in this city. According
Las
Mr.
Vegas has
Anderson,
from
domestic
the
of
George is at the head
recommended by the Underwood
Normal
been
Honii-fmn- t
the
of
a
v
BViTJAAO
"OF"1
Typewriter company as an excellent
University.
'
field for such an institution. Ha dehas
who
Schomberg,
miqo
MAN

ber.

iin

w

tt!

,

RAT-tha

the matter with
to
been in Las Vegas for the past several sires,view investigate a commercial
to locating
Mr.
and
the
of
home
at
the
weeks a guest
here. ";': .'-- Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, will leave
Anderson is principal of the
Mr.
In
home
her
2
for
No.
on train
col-log- o

TCanRas City.

Thompson Linslie, shoe salesman
&
for Wertheimer, Sdhwartz Company
of St Louis, was in Las Vegas tooay
visltine the trade. Mr. Linslie has
.traveled through Las Vegas for many
vears and Is well anowu umo
came
C. O'Donnel of the Bell ranch,
the
attend
preumi
to
,m lasteveninff
Robefrts
nary examination of Louis
' and
are charged
who
John Lumpkins,
iwith having stolen one head of cattlf
ou
from the Bell ranch property

fact, in the southwest
He has under him an excellent
commc
of i teachers for all
branches and has made a success ot
his'Whbdl'ih- the Gate City. . Mr, An
derson has not asked for any financial assistance from Las Vegas In the
establishment of this school, and all
he desires is the good wishes of peoY-- r
ple'
?
,f r-that ne will come, to
It is
Las Vegas in the near future to
Tnlv "8
investigate the proposition.
S. Jann
Miss J. Werdell and Miss
at
of Chicago, who have been visiting
TOWN IN DANGER.
Mm Vallev ranch, came in yesieroa,,
re
Out.. Auk.
s
mto,
Harvey
for
today
taking the stage
tell of
officials
short
government
a
ceived
visit
by
ranch, where they will
landslide at Frank, Alta.,
v
to Uieir uu"7
.rninff
--0
time oeiiic 15HUa! few years ago part of Turtle
where
in the Windy City.
which, rises above the
mountain
down and killed a hundred
slid
town
BETTER GET BUSY.
details of the latest slide
ap- persons, No
The meeting of the committee
but it is stated that
hand,
at
are
yet
session of the
are
pointed at a recent
preparing to leave the
Com- the people
stockholders, of the Las Vegas
A commission appointed a year
town.
conditions at Turtle
mercial club to maKe a membership
ago to report on
subscrl
there was immithat
found
campaign and to solicit
mountain
of the club,
another
great land
of
for the advertising fund
last n.ght, nent, daneer
town.
the
which was scheduled for
that'
destroy
might
absence of slide
was not held owing to the
Another meet
many of the members.
Everybody rends The Optic,
the near future.
ing will be called for
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cational matters.
Be it resolved, that we each and all
extend our thanks to our competent
conductor, Mrs, Leona Lbgue, who by
her untiring efforts and excellent
ability iha8 so efficiently carried on
the work among us; and who by her
smiling face and gentle manner has
Inspired us with a love for all that is
good..
And that our thanks are no less due
to her worthy assistants, Mrs. lxm
Cobb and Miss Helen .Papen, who
have so ably performed the work intrusted to their care, and who were
ever ready to lend a helping hand.,
Be it resolved, that we extend a
vote of thanks to our state superin-tendetof public instruction, Hon,
Alvan N. White, and his worthy assistant, Mr. Filadelfo Baca, for their
friendly visit and the interest they
manifested by their remarks concerning the advancement of education in
our new state.
We heartily endorse 'the stand tak
en by the department of education in
reference to opposition to the issuing of permits, except in extreme
cases.
Be it resolved, that we extend a
vote of thanks to the Hon. Antonio
Lucero, secretary of state, , Senator
Louis Ilfeld, Dr. F. H. H. Roberts and
Eleuterlo Baca for their entertaining
;
addresses, i
'.Be it resolved, that we, your committee, realizing something of the
benefits to be derived from the teach
ing of agriculture, domestic science
and manual trallnng, do hereby rec
ommend that something definite be
done along this line in our schools.
We hereby extend a vote of thanks
to Mrs. Theresa B. White for her prac
tical lectures on industrial training
'
given to the institute.
Be it resolved, that we extend
vote of thanks to the honorable school
board of Las Vegas for the generos
ity shown by them, in, opening up
the school building for the sessions
of the institute.
Be, it resolved, that a law be enacted by our state legislature providing
that the English language may be in.
terpreted to the Spanish-America-n
people in the public schools when
necessary.
Bet it resolved, that a copy of these
resolutions be submitted to the lab
Vegas Daily Optic, La Voz del Pueblo,
El Independiente and the New Mexico
Journal of Education for publication.
Respectfully submitted,
J. C. NAVE, Chairman;
GRACE COLLINS, Secretary,
,

n

FCO. BACA Y SANDOVAL,
?
PEDRO A. TOFAYA,
TAUBIO S. SANCHEZ.

t

,

:

Today and tomorrow are the occa- 8ion ot the annual examination or
teachers' certificates for use in San
Miguel county. These days also mark
the close of the San Miguel county
teachers' Institute which has been In
session in the North school building
on the West side for the past four
weeks. The students at the institute
have passed the following resolutions:
Whereas, We the teachers of San
Miguel county in institute assembled
at Las Vegas, hereby desire to submit the following resolution:
Be it resolved, tnat we extend a
vote of thanks to our able, efficient
and enthusiastic county superintend
ent, Dr. M. F. Des Marais, for his wise
superivsion and great interest in edu

STANDING OF THE CLUBS,
National League..
"Won Lost Pet.
35
.701
'New York . . ;, . . ,82
41
.656
.78
Chicago.

New,. Mexico, in

.'

SPEAKER DECLARES ALSO THAT
NEW JERSEYITE WILL
"MAKE GOOD."

COMMEND-INRESOLUTIONS
THE LEADER AND OTHER EDUCATORS.

"

way badly. In one place the road has
been so badly washed that it is almost

John Pugh, the bean king of Wag
on Mound, accompanied by his cous
in, E. Frisbee of Columbus, O., came
in yesterday afternoon from his ranch
near Wagon Mound,
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent of
the Valmora ranch isanitarium, accompanied by Mrs.' Brown, Miss Russel,
Miss Sabin and Miss Hutchlngs, came
in this morning from Watrous.
Miss Adele Andrews, who has been

FOR THE BIG

INSTITUTE

street and has washed out this road

New Mexican.

'

....

'

Pittsburg
Cincinnati:
St. Louis
Brooklyn

.

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Boston

69
57

50

.52
.a3

68

.580
.475
.433

76

.3C2

83

.297

63
'

35

American

,

League,
Won Lost
.37
.85
48
. .76
48
.73
60
.60

tnor-oughl-

f

TENDER MISSIVES

OF THE

'EGAS
THOROUGHFARES
BADLY
CUT UP BY
RAINS.

SAYS WILSON

WILL BE ELECTED
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Boston, .
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago.

Detroit.
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New York
Sts Louis
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.

.

..57

67

. ,53
.44

77

40
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Denver .
Omaha. .
St. Joseph
Lincoln .
Des Moines
Sioux' City

Wichita.
Topeka,.

.

.
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.

.

.....
...
.

.

.;.'..
.....

Lost

Won
.78
.75
.72

55
57

"

s

58
65

.67-

64
63
61
46

.697
.613
.604
.500
.460
.434
.364
.328

69

Western League.
:.'-

Pet.

;

65
68
72

85

y

'
Pet.
.587
.568
.554
.507
.496
.481
.459
.351
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Bar Harbor, Me., Aug. 30. Champ
Clerk, speaker of the houte of repre
sentatives, delivered a speech here
today which was in part as follows;
'Under the rules of the democratic
party Woodrow Wilson of 'ew Jer- sey and Governor Thomas it, Mar
shall of Indiana were at thu Balti
more convention nominated as our
standard bearers in the impending
contest. They are men of high char
acter and democrats are united in
their support. This is as it should be,
for the chief work in hand is to res
cue the government from republican

LEAGUERS
BASEBALL PLAYERS HAVE MANY
OPPORTUNITIES
TO BE
WEDDED
New York, Aug. 30. The actor or
the matinee Idol type, may have an
Idea that he is a good hitter in the
Mash Note league, but around the
Polo grounds and
the American
league baseball park there are a lot
of young fellows who could send him
back to the Class D league with no
hope of ever escaping from the minors.

maladministration.
The ball player is sqmewhat In
"We have recently witnessed at clined to be embarrassed oveir his
Washington a spectacle of a demo .300 batting average as a matinee
cratic house passing good bills bills idol, and , consequently little is
which would have greatly reduced the known of the stream of
high cost, of living and which, would missives that flow into the offices of
have gone far, towards relieving the the club. The athletes usually depeople of the burden of heavy taxes
stroy these sweetly scented epistles
and of a republican president vetoing as soon as they arrive, and for tnat
these bills as fast as they reached reason It is very difficult to make an
him.
extensive collection.
"So far in this campaign the twu
Several years ago the players of
political criticisms leveled against the Giants who are married request
Governor Wilson are: 1. That he has ed all the baseball writelrs to print
had little experience in public life; a story givjng a list of the bachelors
2. That his opinions on certain sub and benedicts. Their
object in this
jects have changed in the lapse ot was to put an end' to the mash notes
time.
that came to them regularly and
As to the latter, the question is not which at times were embarrassing.
what Governor Wilson or any other As a result of that publicity the
man thought 20 or 15 or 10 or 5 years
as the lady lotter writers
ago, but what he thinks now. We are are called, have confined their liter
acting in the living present for peo ary attack to the single men. Even
ple now in this country and for the with this publicity the married ones
millions yet to benot groping in the occasionally got mash notes, which
dead past.
they promptly turn over to their
"As to his lack of experience as a wives.
public man, I may be permitted to
Not long ago Hal Chase in his ap
suggest that General Taylor had no plication for divorce, mentioned the
experience whatsoever, never having fact that his wife was extremely
voted even a single time and that jealous of these notes 'from the fan- General Arthur had very little ex nettes. He also added that all ball
admits that players got them from time to time.
Everybody
perience.
Abraham Lincoln was a great presi
Rube Marquard, who Is
They do.
dent, yet prior to his election to the single, has a trunk full of these mis
presidency his entire public service sives, hundreds .of which he has
consisted of a term or two in the II never read. He promised to turn
linois legislature and one term in con- over a collection of them for publigress. Governor Wilson's public car cation, ' but at the last minute he
eer consists of two years as governor changed his mind because1 he feared
of a great commonwealth.
Everybody the other players would giVe him the
declares that he made a good gover laugh.
nor and if he makes as great a presiHere's one I got from Arthur Shar
dent as Lincoln even the most fastid- fer and am
printing in fear and trem
ious should be! "satisfied."
..
love-bearin- g

"fan-nettes-

portunity I have had cf congratul-.it-nlyou on your return. Now you
may be wondering' who has the audacity to write you these things, but
e
'tis no other than th'most loyal
female rooter the Giants have,
even if it may sound egotistical in
admitting it myself. I may add
your mascot, Charley Faust, isn't in
it with me. My object in writing is

rn

r-- g

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Ro.
move Them With the New Drug.
An eminent skin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double
strength, which Is so uniformly successful in removing freckles and gjv- w uUW
v..-v.- ?
KMHfl mnlflrion Hint..
battlng and base running Your'" is soia. .oy any nrsi
mass aruggisi
it
fielding comes next. I sat right back i In Las
an absolute guar- under
Vegas
of the players' bench at the last
ante to refund the money if It falls.
game and wor a big red hat. Some
Don't hide your freckles under s
me
of you boys ought to know
by this
get an ounce of othine and reveil;
time.
I thoight I woull lwva the
move them. Even the first night's
pleasure of meeting you last season,
as I know a big baseball man, who use will show a wonderful improve
would have given me an introduction n.ent, some of the lighter, freckles
.absolu'-e'in vanishing entirely. It Is
to the greatest little
cannot
the most
and
injure
haramss,
the business, but I didn't.
Now I hope you will pardon the ink tender skin.
Bt sure to ask any first class drugblots, as I was trying tr give you a
base on balls and could only slip two gist in Las Vegas, for the double
strikes over. I can't strike you out, strength, othine; it fs this that is sold
and I hope this bunt won't roll foul. on the money back guarantee.
Ttiel early part of the week Kube
Marquard received a. letter from a inning next month when Ed McBoor-t- y
fannette, in which she enclosed a
and Tony Caponi meet in Winniphotograph of a- - motor boat that bore peg, September 10, and Bill Papue
the name platal Rube jMarquard." and Leo Houck come through the
The christener was in the act of ropes in Philadelphia, on September
'
breaking a bottle of champagne over 27.
the prow of the little vessel. That's
the first ball player, to have a boat
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
named for him. In Texaykana they
have a ball park named for Bert MaxNational League.
well and In some towns there are
New York, 4; Brooklyn, 3.
streets named for diamond heroeC
Chicago, 10; St. Louis, 6.
but the boat name is new stuff.
Philadelphia, 4; Boston, 1.
A large majority of these letters
Cincinnati, 7; Pittsburg, 2.
are evidently from very, respectable
American League.
girls, who are carried away with adBoston, 8; Philadelphia, 1.
miration for the men who make brilWashington, 2; New York, 1.
liant plays on the diamond. In nine
cases out ot ten the first question
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
they ask Is, "Are you married?" As
Western League.
most of the players are married, a
R. H. E.
Des Moines, Aug. 30.
lot of literary talent is wasted.
8 13 2
Des Moines
6 13 3
St. Joseph
'
t.
Hoeston and Hanson; Bell and
'
,
WITH THE BOXERS
'
CONFESSES TO MURDER.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 30:
Tommy Murphy and Willie Ritchie Charles Taylor, serving a vagrancy
have been signed to box in San Fran- sentence 'here, admitted last night
that he Is the man sought by Chey- cisco, September 9.
enne,
believe
Wyo., authorities in connection
that
Kansas City fight fans
"Wildcat" Ferns can defeat any box- with the murder of a watchman! In the
Cheyenne railroad yards, Aughjst 7,
er in the country at 142 pounds.
The middlewelghts will have their 1911.
x

base-runn-

er

f

.

--

Gos-set-

'

bling;
Dear Mr. Shafer:.
Oh! I am so sorry, but yesterday
MAGNATE
wrote you a card and it had only
one penny stamp on it as that was
all I had at the time. I went out in
the machine and lost it So, if you
should receive it and have to pay pos
It
tage. I enclose a penny stamp.
WILLIAM WOOD ACCUSED OF CON you never do get the card I want to
thank you for letting me know who
SPIRING TO DISTRIBUTE
made your mackinaw coat, as I want
DYNAMITE
on like it. It is ever so becoming
Boston, Aug. 30. President William to you. Guess how you let me know,
From one who saw you from a box
M. Wood of the American
Woolen
company, was arrested today on an in- In Washington.
Shafer paid no attention to tnls
dictment warrant charging him with
conspiring to distribute dynamite in letter, but in a few days he got 'the
Lawrence during the general strike (following which speaks for itself:
there last winter. President Wood sur- Dear Mr. Shafer:
I am trying to find cut If you are
rendered himself to the authorities
married or not. If you are not I am
and was accompanied by counsel.
Mr. Wood fnrnished cash hall of going to write you a letter and tell
It is understood he will be you a whole lot. Prepare yourself!
$5,000.
From someone who saw you wear
formally arraigned In the superior
court next Tuesday. He denies any the coat.
Md Shafer is not married, but as
connection with the alleged dynamite
the
inquisitive lady did not furnish
plot.
Mr. Wood Is one of the best known him with an address he could not
textltle men in the country and the give her that information.
Nearly all of the letters run in
American Woolen company, which
that
vein, but some of them go Into
bore the brunt of the great Lawrence
strike from January 12 until March more details. For instance, Larry
14, controls 83 manufacturing plants Doyle, the Giant's captain, got this
in New England and New York state. one a few days ago.
'
It has a capitalization ot $7,000,000 Dear Captain Doyle:
Please let me know if you are mar
and employs 35,000 operatives when
all the machinery is in motion. About ried. I tried to catch your eye from
1,000 persons are on the pay rolls of the box the other day, but you did
not look that way. I wish I knew
the company's mills in Lawrence.
a hero
you, as I think you
lived.
ever
soldier
that
great
as'ftny
WAR WITH GERMANY.
London, Aug. 30. "Germany and I was" so anxious to see you in 'Vour
that I waited outside
England are now in a state of :war" streef'lothes
,
said 3. A, M. Aikens, Canadian mem- the-- gate t until .jo came out. .1 saw
ber of parliament from Brandon Man- yoa get '"Into an" automobile, f think
itoba, wiho has just returned from a you' have beautiful eye. Didn't you
continental trip, In an interview here see me? I was with my father.
An Admirer.
today.
As there were two or three hun"The overt blow has not yet been
struck," he continued, "but, when it dred people outside the gate, Larry
is, air may be over in three months confessed that he was unable to pick
or three days. When Canada under- out the lady, especially as he did not
stands, I believe the Dominion's know that she was there.
These letters from ' fannettes are
hearty help will be forthcoming.
not confined to New York. Some of
them come from towns 2,000 miles
Jack. Millilay, formerly or tn Bos away: One young lady formerly
ton Red Sox and at the present time wrote to several of the
players from
twirling for Oakland, is the leading Tltusville, Fla., unti' she found out
pitcher of the Pacific coast league.
that the men she aamired so mucn
PerhapB "Big Jeff" Tesereau will were married.
be the life saver of the Giants after
One of the youngsters on the team
all. Wnen "Matty" and the "Rube" who is so bashful that he begged not
begin to wobble "Big Jeff" comes to to use his name, recalved this one a
the front and pitches like a Walter week ago:
Johnson.
:.
Dear
This is the first op- .
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Uwdividid Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-- commodation jV'illiin the Scope of Good Banking.
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"During the flnancial depressiou t
I
1907," eays a Milwaukee man, accordSeveral hundred women are doing
ing to Lipineott's, "a German farmer
the work of men and alongside the
in Wisconsin went, to his bank for
men in Cleveland, Ohio, foundries.
soma money. He was told tltat the
The biennial convention of the Inbank waa not paying out money, but
4. was using cashier's checks. He could ternational Union of Steam Engineers
will meet in St Paul on September 9.
v
: not understand this, and the officers
thouThere are some twenty-fivof the bank took hiin in hand, one
women
sand
employed
wage
earning
Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
after another, with little effect. At In about
four thousand establishments
Sast Las Vegas, . M.
last, the president- himself tried his in San
Francisco.
hand, and after long and minute, ear
A bill in the British house of complanation some inkling of the situ mons provides heavy" penalties for
tion Beemed to be dawning on the those who lend
money to employes
farmer's mind. Much encouraged, the without the
knowledge of their emLAS VEGAS GARAGE
president said: ,
ployers.
"You understand the idea now, do
M BIEHLi Propietor
There are six million girls in the
:
you not, Mr. Weber?"
factories, shops ana stores of.tne
416 Grand Ave
"Yes," said Mr. Weber, "It's like dis United States,
according to Miss
Phone Main 447 ...
aind it? Ven my baby vakes up at AHce Henry of Chicago, editor of Life
'
night and vants some milk, I gif him and Labor.
Battery Charfjinfj Station
a milk ticket?"
J. Kier Hardie, the noted British laAutomobiles for Hire
bor leader, is to address the annual
A "cub" reporter was sert out by convention of the Dominion Trades
his city editor to cover a fue In the and Labor Congress, at Guelph, Ont,
Before he could next month.
Back Bay district.
reach the house the fire had been exr
A
day for farmwork is betinguished and the are department ing demanded by laborers in certain
11.
gone. Nothing daunted, the reporter sections of the northwest, and in orrang the bell of the house, and soon der to get help the farmers are yieldwas confronted by a servant girl.
ing to the new scale.
Carriage Manufacturer,
"I wish to see Mr. Robinson," said
For the month of May the JourneyGeneral Blacksmithing,
the reporter, politely tipping hla hat, men tailors paid to their members
the $8,242,500 as strike benefits, $1,746
, "He's out," tersely answered,
Carriage Painting
servant
as sick benefits, and $1,555 as death
DEALER IN
"Is his wife at home?" asked the re. benefits. The balance in the general
fund was $74,275.60.
porter.
Heavy Hardware and 0
too."
she's
out,
"No,
, With a view to eliminating the1 orWagon Material
back the reported. "I ientals from the fruit ranches in Sanv "Well," cam
understand you have had a fire here." ta Clara county, California, the Farm
"Oh, that's out too." And tho, re- ers' Educational and
porter went sadly away as the door Union has opened a free employment
P. MACKEL
slammed in his face.
office for white help only at San Jose.
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
The Montreal Tramways company
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
She Didn't you say you'd
go has increased the wage of its conduc:
and Glazing.
tors and motormen, the increase
through fire and water for me
r
Ettlmatea Cheerfully Given.
two cents an hour for
He Yes, but I'm blowed if I'm goWtmt Side Plaza . . . . Old Town ing through bankruptcy for you!
men, and one cent per hour for others. Twenty-twhundred men are afthe
Bafected
Mrs.
rais.
that
by
Margaret They say
ker makes a fortune out of f cure for
During July 3,414 British immigrants were distributed among the
obesity.;
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Katherine Yes. She lives on the farmers of Ontario. This is about douLock and Uuasmith Bicycle and
ble the number for last year. It is
fat of the land.
'
v
.
...
GeLeral Repair La?
,
estimated that 25,000 British immi$20-6t- h
Street
E. Las Vegas Chief Clerk (to office boy) Why on grants have been distributed in the
earth don't you laugh when the "boss province of Ontario for the past year.
By an almost unanimous vote the
tells a joke
Office BoyI don't have to; I quF entire membership,' on referendum,
Alb tomobile, Carriage &
declared in favor of postponing tlhe
on Saturday.
opening of the international convenDoctor I see what the matter is. tion of the Molders' union, to be held
It's
dyspepsia. All you have to do is in Milwaukee, from the early part of
N. 0. HERMAN
to laugh heartily before and after September to the 23d, because the annual state fair for Wisconsin will open
each meal.
Ave
Mrs. Bink Impossible, i cook them early in September.
The Massachusetts legislature has
myself and wash the dishes.
enacted a law Iregulatlng the hours of
"
active poi-- " labor of street railway employes afr
ter January 1, 1913. Regular trainitics?"
men will be limited to nine hours'
Mr.
think
don't
"I
so," replied
IJEWIiY KE3IODELED
"I don't believe anything regular work, to be performed within
Meekton.
that new $50 twelve consecutive hours. For subcould induce! her to

'CLNTnlL n 07

'nns.zn. Fmr, Prep

e

'
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ten-hou-

Lorenzcn

A.

PETER

'

toe-in- g

five-yea-

o

H. 0. YOUNG

'an pa its ting

ft

urand
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Private Baths and Lavatories

Steai Heat

Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per dsy and up
AMERICAN PrAN
Special Kates by WeekSr Month

Shumate's Studio
COLOR WOUK A SPECIALTY

Hand

painted

portraits,
place cards, favor t,

sccntry,
mo toes etc,

u

"

TELEPHONEiflAIN 214
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When in need of Ice, phone us
your order; it will receive prompt at
tcntlon and you will know that you
are getting the best and purest Ice
We can't explain
n the market
jrby, but somehow or other our tee
seems to last longer than other ice
phone us today for a trial order.
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227

W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
had been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
toolc three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody." O. G. Schaefer and
Eed Cross Drug Store.

Robert

Mo., who

take
behat of hers and throw it into the stitutes eight hours must elapse
labor and
one
close
of
the
tween
day's
:
,
ring."
the beginning of the' next.
Charles Bauscher, vice president
Mies Vocolo I'm never happy unand secretary of the general executive
less I'm breaking into song.
of the United Brotherhood of
Bright Young ManWhy don't you board
of America,
get the key and you won't have to Carpenters and Joiners
that nlans
other
the
announced
day
break in?
would be submitted to the national
of the Brotherhood at
'Sillicus Singleton is pretty well convention
D.
C, on September 16
Washington,
off, Isn't he?
of a home for
establishment
the
for
know
doesn't
he
Cynicus Yes, but
It
is
proposed to
carpenters.
aged
it.
buy three hundred acres of ground in
Sillicus What do you mean
Cynicus He's going to get mar- a good climate.
At the; Retail Clerks International
ried.
Union convention, recently held in
He If I should kiss you, what Columbus, O., it was decided to invade Canada and organize it from
would happen?
one end' to 'the other. An army of
She I should call father.
men will start out at once with the
He Then I won't do It.
She But father is Im Europe.
ipntention of placing a local union in
every town and city in the Dominion.
"Have you a spare cigar about you,
old chap?"
DEMONSTRATION
"Certainly. But I thought you were SUFFRAGIST
O.,
Aug. 30. Almost
Columbus,
going to atop smoking?"
"So I am, but not so abruptly. I've equal to the great demonstration held
so far as the
already quit smoking my own cigars. in New York last May,
number of participants was concern
Mrs. Flubdub My husband goes out ed, was the great suffragist parade
In connection
every evening for a little consUW- - held in Columbus today
with the centennial celebration. The
tional. Does yours?
Mrs. Guzzler. No, my husband al demonstration was intended to influence the thousands of visitors here in
ways keeps it in the house.
support of the woman suffrage amendment to the state constitution, whidi
"Have you any lobsters?"
is to be voted upon In the special elec"Yes. ma'am: here's a fresh lot,"
"Haven't you any that are riper? tion next Tuesday. The parade was
organized by Mrs. Stanton Blatch of
These look so green."
New York, president of the Women's
Ethereal Creature So you hate our Political union.
sex. Your life has probably never
been touched by a woman.
SALE OF MONTANA LANDS
ma'am, but
., Practical, One Nope,
Helena, Mont., Aug. 30.The largest
was
once.;
my pocketbook
sale of state lands in the history of
Montana was inaugurated today, when
"Have you asked your congressman
4,000 acres in Granite county were
for any free seeds?"
up for sale at public auction. Durput
me
to
I
him
but
wrote
find
"Naw;
ing
September and October similar
two or three good summer boarders.'
sales are to be held in numerous
Intimate Friend You're doing your counties, nntil a total of 300,000 acres
is disposed of. Much of the land is
own cooking now, are you, Beryl?
or grazing
for agricultural
suitable
Young Bride Yes; exclusively my
own. Beverly er takes his meals at purposes. The amount to he sold tp
any one Individual or corporation is
a restaurant.
limited by law, and It is further pro
vided that none of the land is to be
'
sold at a price below $10 an acre.
Everybody reads The Optlo.
1

,
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OPTIC,

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION
Republican Headquarters of the County of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N. M, Aug. 19. 1912.
A convention of the republicans, of
the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
purpose of choosing 30 delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 12th day of

September, A. D., 1912, for the purpose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to be voted for at the general etec-iowhich will he held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the purpose of transacting such other business as may properly come before
d

n

said convention.
The various precincts of the County of San Miguel are entitled to the
following number of delegates from

THE OPTIC

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

3.

4.
5.
6.

ADVER
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NUMBER, MAIN

Pecos
Cbaperlto
San Geronlmo
Sapello

8
2 FOR
SALE Thoroughbred
3
pigeons, any number

,....

2
2

'For

t

2

2
2

2
2
2
3
2
4
2

Los Alamos . .
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canon de Manuelltas

2

2

FRATERNAL

2
2
2

......

Los Vlgiles
San Isidore
Las Galllnas
Penasco Blanco

...

Two pieces of
property, corner Third and Columbia. Call at 902 Third street.

. .

.

2

El Cerrlto
Los Torres
Tecolotito

FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. 925 Second street.
WILL rent my six room furnished
stone house by September 1. No
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh J.
'
Street.
RENT

Furnished roonn and
two connecting rooms fo- - light
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
Phone Main J f t

..

Bertal

2
2

.

.

. .

2

.

i

2
2

..'

2
2

Cherryvale
Emplazado
Hot Springs
Trementina

2
. 2
4

2

Agua Zarca
Guadalupe
San Ignaclo
Las Colonlas

2

2
2

2
Encinosa
Proxies will be recognized only
when held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates are
chosen. Primaries In the various precincts shall be held as soon as possible but. not later than the 9th day of
September in precincts other than
Nos. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
Secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the president of the County Central Committee of the date of their primaries and
the names of the delegates chosen
immediately after the holding of the
Election of the precinct
meeting.
Central Committee will not be necessary at these primaries except, to fill
a vacancy.
,

SECUNDINO ROMERO,
Chairman.
F. 0. BLOOD, Secretary.
NOTICE.'

The "Progressive" Party
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,'.
rheumatism, weak hack, and other kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce bene
ficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up In
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine In a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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SL

Ghring,

halt on the second and fourth

It

day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk,
viai
ing neighbors are especially wa
come and cordially Invited.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
646,
of B. B. Meets avry firat

I. O.

Tuesday of the month la the vvatry
rooms of .Temple Monteflore at t
o'clock jn. m. Tlsltins brothers are
cordially tovlted.
Isaac Appei,
President; Charlea Greenclay, Sao
retary.

01
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$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleared to learn that there Is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing Its work. The proprietors have so much faith in its curative powers that they offer One Hun- -'
dred Dollars
for any case that It falls
to cure. ' Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY ft CO, To-

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75a

Take Hall's Family puis for consti-

pation.

D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv669 Keeling Court, Canton, 111,

ing at

Is now well rid of a severe and annoying case of kidney trouble. His back
pained and he was bothered with headaches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Kidney Pills just as directed and in a
few days I felt much better. My life
and strength semeed to come hack,
and I sleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Foley Kidney Pills." Try them. O: G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

"Were all medicines as meritorious
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
be much better off and the percentage
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott of Temple, Ind. For
sale by all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES

lb, of Mora, Eaoti Delivery
Iba. to ZMZ fee. Each DeUMry
laa, to
Iba. Eaot. Delivery
OS iba. to
Iba. Eaoh Deflvery
Leaa Than 69 Iba, Each
I
very

m

TIIIE

t9e aar
S per
oe per

1!1

la.
ICS Ike
ICS the.

4se p, iN )b4.
lie per 1st Iba

AGUA PURA COSIPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ad
Are Best
113

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out theSpeople to
whom amona; at
of those who MIGHT BUY-t-he
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless It were advertised

HONEY md TAR
COMPOUND

Red Cross Drug Co.

wJxae.

--

FOLEY'S

Schaefer

VUUSng

ei

Notice Is hereby g,ven that the official paper of the New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board will on September 1, 1912, be changed from the Las
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas,. N. M., to
the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
Mexico. After the above date all notices of estrayB will be published In
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
the News.
dose
of Chamberlain's Colio, Cholera
Board,
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. B.
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary. Gebhardt Oriole, Pa. There is noth
ing better. For sale by all dealers.

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING)
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HAKJJ
andSTUFFY BREATHING, Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.

o'clock.

FOR RENT Two room furniaaed
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
KNIOHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'i
.no. 804. Meeta second and foam'
Hay fever and asthma make August
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Fiona
a month of intense suffering to many
building. Visiting memhara arc
people. Folejrg Honey and Tar Comdially Invled. Peter Emenaker. G.
pound gives prompt ease and relief,
and Is soothing and healing to the InK., Richard DoTina, P. g.
flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere-theN. Searsport, Me., says: "A few
doses of Foley's Honey and Tar Com I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
pound relieved me of a severe attack
every Monday evening a)
of asthma and less than a bottle caustheir ha'l on Sixth street An visit
ed a complete cure." Refuse substit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross
tend. J . D. Frideaetlne, N. G.;
Drug Store.
Frank Friea, V. G.; T. M, Mwood
A vast amount of III health Is due
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer:
to Impaired digestion. When the stomC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ach fails to perform Its functions properly the whole system becomes deranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's F. O. E. 'Meeta ftrat and third Tuee
Tablets is all you need. They will
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers eoi
strengthen your digestion. Invigorate
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
to attend. A. M
dially Invited
entirely doing away with that miserAdler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
able feeling due to faulty digestion.
retary.
Try It Many others have been permanently cured why not you? Fof
sale by aH dealers.
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth . DentlBt
16
Baldwin St. Rochester, .N. Y- - says Fo
ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate
relief and strengthened him wonder"I have been bothered with
fully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me Immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
pleased to recommend their use." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

LCCAL

night at
avenue, at
members are No.

For Rent

2
3

O. G.

8

cordially

2 FOR
2

BROTHERHOOD

New Maxto

p. a
No. 4.. .11:06 p m......ll: 10 . SV
No. 8.. . 1:16 a m
l i6 a. at
NO. No. 10.. . 1:45
2 10 a. n.
p. m

FOR SALE Enough
furniture for president; J. T. Bualer, secretary ;
C H. Bally, tmsarer.
four rooms at the price of one. T.
G. Barnes, J018 Twelfth street.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet In the forest of brother!
love at Woodmen of the
Wort

2

3

Laa Vegaa,

102 Meets avery
lfoneay
O. H. C. HalL on Sonslaa

FOR SALE CHEAP

A HUNKER

Chester A. Huake
Attorneys at Law.

"

Worthy Fatroa; lira. Oaorsa Trip?,
Seeratarr. Phona Mala tit, 129 Arrive
No. 2..
Graaa arana.

homing
desired, also
a few Jacoblnes and runts. Address
Box 176, E. Las ,Vegas, N. M.

2

11

S

aid

second

Meets,

ATTORNEYS

RANSFOKD CHAPTER HO. t, O. E.
first M (Mr rrLUyi La
MascBia Tesfla. Mra. T. B Cowan,
Worthy M&trsa; Jssea O. fiatledge

2

La Llendre
Fena Blanca

Canon Largo
Romeroville
Los Fuertes
Oiltos Frlos

WWW,

OiW

Chaaaalloi

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. f,
Condon, Secretary.

ltti

SssSq

:.. 2

. .

Sapello
Las Manuelltas
Union
San Patricio
MIshawaka
McKinley
San Juan
Casa Coiorada
Sablnoso
San Jose

B. P. O. ELKS

HUNKER
ft n. M. R.
H. P.; T. O. Geo. H.' Hunker

f

1

Puertecito
El Pueblo

meat

nler,

Commander. Har
f
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal

at Vaaoala Tanv

fT j P4 a :
Ki WlULaxoa.

4

t

Rociada

f

-

I

V

intt lSmMr

T

b

4

'

'

Ealar

4

8.

Rowe

S

a Harm,

LAS VCQAS CHAPTER No. ft, ROYAL
eonvoca-tlo- a
ARCH MASONS

Antonio
Lag Vegas Arriba

10.
11.
14.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

A

Secretary.
cents per line encn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGA COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
line. Alt advertla mente charged
cosdava eM Tm
M
will be booked at space actually eet, v iJJ
day in ajaoh moata at
without regard to number of word. socio Temple at 7:20 p. m. C D.
ReCash In advance preferred.
Boucher. & Cl Chaa. Temmo.
corder.

7. San
9.

V

Five

2

Miguel

La Cuesta .........
Las Vegas South X
Tecolote
Las Vegas North
Las Vegas Central

LODGE
NO.
DOWADO
1,
LOOCC NO. C, A. F. 4 EL
OF PYTHIAS Mewta
KN IGHT8
coia- .
A.
Hmula.t
nd
every Monday era)
mumlcation first
ning tn Caatia HaU
tfcird ThHr3ay la awa
,
Visiting Knighta aw
month. VlFfefB fcrota- cordially
h. 3
lnvMt
era cordlaJtr Invited
Cbas. E. LiebseiaR.
Msrrsy,
W. U;

n

COLUMN

to-wl- t:

2.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

CAFI

BEST AUG AH T AND

LQBDY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST G0OD3 OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

their respective precincts,
Precinct No.
Delegates
1. San

THE

Sr

here.
Others, who' read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of anv
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified adj. are read
by all passible baysrs of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the fiaders'of
the
best markets!
.
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boo,
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FcfTb Consltkralion

CITIZEN 13 GEAO
Sea Van Petten lor insurance.

FOR THE BALANCE OF THIS WEEK
With every dollars worth of Preserving Fruit
you purchase from us, WE WILL SELL YOU

Try a dram of Ola Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

feourlion

White Kitchen.
B. Barber, the well known contract- SEE-V- H
Hot waffles and
N D0W-D1- S
PL AY
or of the "West Bide,, died early this
maple eyrup every morning.
morning in- the Becker hospital on
Finch's Golden Wedding Rje, aged Main avenue. Mr, Barber had been $7.95 for $10.00 Oak Dressers.
in the wood. Direct from distillery ill but a short time and the news of
$11.65 for $14.50 Oak DresBers.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
his death came as a shock to his
$17.85 for $20 Oak Dressers.
many friends in this city and county.
$21.45 for $29.50 Mahogany Dressers.
White Kitchen. Hot waffles and Mr. Barber was taken ill two weaka
.Dresseru.
maple syrup every morning.
$21.45 for $29.50 Birds-Eyago and when his condition became
worse a week ago he was removed
$21.95 for $29.85 Mahogany Dresners
A Spanish dance will be given fit to, the
He died in a state
hospital.
off for Cash
All other Dressers at
Rosenthal ball tonight. A good time of 'coma.
to
room
for
make
for everyone.
Mr. Barber was born in Mission
township, La Salle county, 111.; on July
Select your neckwear early and get 8, 1835. He resided In Illinois, up to
CAR
Just the kind
you want.
Special 18 years ago, at which time he came DIG
price only 35c, at Taichert's.
to . Las Vegas to escape attacks , of
rheumatism. Mr. Batter was post
JUST. IN
The B. Y. P, U. of the Baptist church master In Marseilles, m., during the
'
will hold a home-mad- e
candy sale In first term of office of President Cleve
Boucher's window, tomorrow after land and was prominent In that secnoon.
tion of the state.

Native Peaches

25c

lbs. for

8

or

50

lbs.

25c or 40

Extra Fancy Preserving Pears

25

for-

.$1.00

-

1.00

lbs. for.

lbs. for;

Good Cooking Apples 10 lbs. for
Mission Grapes 71b. Basket for

.
,

.
,

.25
.50

Ike Davis
THE CASH GliOCEU
Phone Main 193 or Main 101
I
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1.00
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Soot
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Those Frosted Brazil Nut Creams
ALSO

lOf

STEARNS

in

fl

iJure

Eat

TrtairT-ew'T-

!

We

SCREEN CZCaS,

have on hand a complete stock of

UTJl SCKEEKS AD mil SCEEEN1G

At The Most Reasonable Prices

ma

i

I

m

soliucit your Patronage in this line.

The 'Rosenthal

Since coming to
Vegas
C. A.
CFiOilTE THE Y.
ber has been employed In tbe con
tracting and building business, being
ILL.
SENATOR STEPHENSON
one of the oldest and best known men
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 30. A spe
In that trade in this part of the state,
He was the contractor for the Mackel cial from Marinette says that the con
opera house, which was recently des- dition of United States Senato;
Owing tos the lack of a quorum the troyed by fire, and many other build- Isaac Stephenson, who was stricken
with heart failure yesterday while on
board of directors of the Las Vegas ings on the West side.
Business Men's association did not
Mr. Barber for many years had been a fishing trip near Escanaba, is un
meet last night, as was scheduled. The one of the trustees of the town of Las changed. A corps of physicians was
heavy rainstorm of last evening is Vegas and tt is to bis work in this cap dispatched on a special train to Sen
thought to have been the caue of the acity that many of the improvements ator Stephnson's aid.
absence of the members of the board. on the West side are due. He was a
Condition Not Serious!
It is probable that a meeting of the progressive and enterprising man and
directors will be called for some date will be missed greatly by the commuEscanaba, Mich., Aug. 30. Reports
received here today from United
In the near future.
nity. Mr. Barber will be mourned by
friends without number. He was the States Senator Isaac Stephenson
The teachers of the public schools owner of a large amount of Las Vegas fishing camp in the woods state that
the senator is suffering from a alight
of the East side will meet tomorrow property.
cold and., .that his condition is not
afternoon at 3 o'clock In the' Castle
Mr. Barber was prominent in Masonbuilding on Baca avenue, at which lo circles of Illinois, being a member grave as was at first thought. It. was
time Superintendent Rufus Mead will of Marseilles Lodge A. P. and A. M.; stated that , when he contracted the
make the assignment of classes- and Of Ottawa Commandery Knights Tem- cold it was thought best to nave
the plans for the work for the open- plars and of the Oriental ConBistory "n physicians with him anr" the fact that
ing of the term Monday will be out Chicago.- - At the time of his death, he physicians left this city hurriedly
lined. It is thought that there will be was the only living charter member of caused the report that the senator's
little change from the schedule of larf Marseilles lodge. He was for many condition was serious.
year as there have been but two addi- years state grand lecturer for the'
tional made to the corps of instructors Knights Templars in Illinois.
MRS. ROGERS DEAD.
of the schools.
Mr. Barber is survived by four chil
New
York,
Aug. 30. Mrs. Henry H
Mindren, Mrs. William H, Taylor, of
The examination of Louis Roberts neapolis, Minn.; A. C. Barber, of Mo- - 'Rogers, wife of the late vice presi
and John Lumpkins of Tucumcari, who line, Ill.H. T. Barber, of Morris, 111., dent of the Standard Oil oompany,
are charged with stealing one head of and Mrs. W. M. Woods of Kansas City, died suddenly today in a dining car
cattle from the Bell ranch in eastern Mo. A. C. Barber was called to Las in the Grand Central station, at the
San Miguel county on July 28, was in Vegas by the illness .of his wather, ar conclusion of a journey from Bretton
woods, N. H., to her home 'here.
progress today in the court of Justice riving here yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Rogers had suffered from heart
of the Peace D. R. Murray. Witnesses
The funeral services will be held
for the state and for the defepce gave Tuesday in Marseilles, 111., by Mar- attacks for ten years and last spring,
their testimony, but up. to late this af- seilles lodge A. P. and A. M., assisted when her condition became acute, she
ternoon no decision had been rendered by the Ottawa Commandery Of the went to Brettonwoods' seeking relief.
by the court.
Knight's Templars.
Accompanied by Aoout a week ago Bhe decided her
f
.
t
i
the son the body will, be sent to Hli- - death was a matter of but a few days
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S noist tonight by the Las Vegas Under and she wired for her family physi
cian in New York, but he was out of
For parties remaining one month or taking company.
town.
She desired to return to her
season.
the
Address
through
Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at CutlerBros.'
Last call any Bostonian oxforg in New York home before death, and al614 Lincoln avenue.
the house for $3.15; $4 and $5 values. though she was steadily becoming
'
weaker, she insisted on starting last
Saturday only, at Taichert's.
night. She was 62 years old.
Mr.. Bar-
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are cow prepared for, and

We

We can fit

year hoy out,

in the very

CEST merchandise

head to fuot.
made,
Shoes, Hose, K fi E Y.'z'vJ-- , Fr'tkerboiKer pants and suits,
Uederweari Kats'and Cap:;.
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SCHOOL OPENS MONDAY
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REVOLVING SEAT

N
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DAVENPORT
As handsome as the finest Davenport
As comfortable as the best bed

i T

xr
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-

"VNE simple movement

-

Many Other Fancy Candies

JI

a

Has Arrived,

FlilTlI

The members of the Sunday school
of the First Presbyterian church en- Joyed a picnic yesterday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds on
the Hot Springs boulevard.
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Blue Plums 10 lbs. for

--

THE MOT HER

-

HAVE TODAY

J.'

OF

DRESSERS

WILL BE SENT TO MARSEILLES, ILL, TONIGHT FOR
BURIAL

BODY

r" j

Davenport into a full sized luxurious bed, equipped with
heavy felt mattress and resilient springs, ready for a comfortable
night s rest Will be an ornament to ?;,y parlor, and positively
shows no outward signs of serving a double
purpose.
Thousands of Pullman Revolving Seat Bed
Davenports
have been sold and all are giving satisfaction. After
you have
11
one you wonder how you ever done without it.
AU styles of upholstery and all the standard and
popular
finishes. .
"

iPKlCnS

WITHIN REACH OF EVERY rOCKET BOOK.

Come In and See it Demonstrated.
Let us show you what a handsome and useful piece of furniture
it is.
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LOCAL AGENTS
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Get our quotations before buying
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Old Town

Main 150

B. 11
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mitt 21

foot at malm

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

For The Rest .PTEeWeels:

"If

We Do

frit's Right,"

Ladies Lingerie
Laundered
and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived, from your dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.

La; Veias"
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Mio6t

Peaches for Canning $1.G3 per Cox
cent.) per Casket

CciBKing

cents per Casket

Concord Grapes

CO

While Native Grapes

C3 te?:":s

Are

Clovis, N. M. Aug. 30. In 'a bout
last night scheduled to go ten rounds,
Cass Tarver, the undefeated Anson,
Texas, giant, easily disposed of Frank
Beverly, the Dallas heavyweight, In
the eighth round before the Coyote
club, sending the Dallas man down
for vthe count in the eighth round
with a right hook to the jaw and a
left uppercut to the stomach.
The bout Was Witnessed by a large
crowd of fight fans from central and
eastern New Mexico
Tarver was a two to one ringside
favorite and at no stage of the contest was the result in doubt. Tarver
took his time, being mastor of the sit
uation at all times.
Two good preliminaries preceded
the main, event of the evening.
Tarver will now go after, a matcn
with Al Palzer, the Iowa farmer boy,
who is classed as the best white hope
in the'eountry. Tarver is the fighter
who challenged Jack Johnson, world's
heavyweight champion, on the occamatch at
sion of the Johnson-Ffyn.Las Vegas on July 4, .

per EasUl

'

A 'full lirve: of Ribbon1U
- m diiiioria-'- irv flow- V
er colors.

18

o'clock. Mrs. L.! J. Chapman,
Main avenue.

Finest

EPRESEfJT getablesQuality
From

720

Fruits and

Ve-

Field to Can

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

Noted

QUALITY

BAKERY GOODS
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CLEANLINESS
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CcaSies, Pies, CsKes,

of tli3 Dcst of Everyllifng EatJ

tiiiaiiii

Palls

;;.

OVERLAND ItODEL 59 T

'

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD C0MPAN1

ice

"FORT" CAFMI LGOODS

Mrs. A. Standish has just returned
from the east with a. beautiful line of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
She has also secured the
millinery.
WANTEDBoarders at the Cottage
services of a first Class trimmer.
Boarding House. Opens Saturday,
31. Breakfast from "7 to 8
August
TARVER WINS FIGHT.

.23

Fancy Table Pears 4 lbs. for

Tlums for
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"The Store of SatiafHOtUin"
P. S. "Next Door to POST OFFICE

Phjne Miiin 344,
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Fo ' ler Preps

